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Modern, melodic rock - heavy riffs mixed with memorable melodies. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock,

ROCK: Hard Rock Details: +++++ All CDs $5 on Bermanmusic+++++ Berman is -- Greg Hejja - Bass;

Mike Hejja - Guitar; Guy Jettman - Vocals; Bradd Shapiro - Guitar; Steve Shapiro - Drums Berman is a

rock band out of Florida, composed of five members who have played together for years before officially

being in a band together. This is what has led them to develop the unique sound they have today. Their

songwriting and energetic stage presence allows them to stand out from other bands. The band is almost

completely self-sufficient, recording right out of their own studio, as well as running their own web site.

With only three years under their belt, Berman has received a lot of attention within this period of time,

sharing the stage with such acts as Seven Mary Three, Big Sky, Endo and Darwin's Waiting Room.

Besides support from fellow local bands and regular radio play, they have been featured on numerous

radio and television interviews. Berman has conquered such venues as Hard Rock Live and Ft.

Lauderdale's famous Culture Room, as well as universities, bars and anything else that can contain them.

Berman has officially been on the scene since January, 2002 and made their mark in January, 2003 with

their full length, debut album, For the Better. After a hiatus of almost 10 months, the band returns

full-force, with the release of their sophomore album, Life in the Stars as they continue to write, record,

shamelessly advertise, rock out at shows, and work hard at doing what they love most. +++++ All CDs $5

on Bermanmusic+++++ Featured Press: "Their melodic hard rock has an impressive, mature sound

comparable to chart-toppers like Staind, Alice In Chains or Godsmack. Hard-hitting rifts mix with dark,

heavy melodies that develop into forceful cohesive sounds. The lyrics are strong, honest testimonies of

hope, mistakes, dreams and realities, with even a few religious connotations. But for Berman, the power

is in the relentless guitar-driven tunes and energetic live shows. While they haven't been around that long,
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these guys have already exhibited potential to take their music to higher levels." - Monica Cady; AOL

Digital City; South Florida "Back-to-back-to-back home runs. Lyric [content] worthy of R.E.M. in its prime...

Not only is this band enormously powerful, the songs have substance and depth as well, and that is a

potent combination indeed. Must be something about the water in Florida..." - Taxi +++++ All CDs $5 on

Bermanmusic+++++
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